
GRU INTELLIGENCE CENTRES

Russian military intelligence, known as the GRU (
, collects information for Russia’s 

political and military leadership on countries and alliances of countries that Russia 
considers its adversaries or likely adversaries. One of the distinctive features of Russian 
military intelligence compared with its counterparts in other countries is that, in ad-
dition to military intelligence, it also gathers information on the target countries’ and 
regions’ economy, politics, technology and ecology. Different intelligence disciplines 
and working methods are used to gather intelligence.

Like other Russian special services, the GRU conducts intelligence 
operations against foreign countries both on the territory of the target 
country and on Russia’s own soil (known as “intelligence from the 
territory”). In the target country, intelligence activities are mainly 

(known as the “legal ”) or otherwise undercover (“non-traditional cover”). 

The GRU spies on 
countries Russia 



extensively covered in Western media, as well as signals intelligence and other technical 
intelligence. Still, traditional human intelligence (HUMINT), or information gathering 
through human sources, has not disappeared from the GRU’s toolbox.

The GRU’s human intelligence ( , “agent intelligence”) is divided 
into two categories: strategic agent intelligence (

, SAR), which covers for example legal  and illegals, and operational 
agent intelligence ( , OAR). 



The main task of operational agent intelligence, curated by the 15th Directorate of 
the GRU, is to prepare and support Russian military operations abroad using opera-
tional-tactical intelligence gathered on the target country. Networks of agents gather 
the intelligence. With the help of the information provided by the agent networks, the 
GRU maps the status and developments within the armed forces in the target country, 
particularly developments related to NATO presence. Information is also collected 
on the target country’s key institutions, critical infrastructure, political situation and 
public sentiment.

The GRU intelligence centres’ area of responsibility west of Russia extends from 
Scandinavia and the Balkans to Western Europe. Since 2014, the intelligence centres 
have been operating particularly intensively against Ukraine.

Broadly speaking, the intelligence centres’ networks include two 
types of agents: those permanently residing abroad and those in 
Russia. The recruited foreign nationals are primarily men who reg-

neutral attitude towards the current Russian regime and are capa-

candidates, the cultivation of potential agents and their recruitment, 
training and further handling is generally carried out inside Russia 

the agent hands over the information gathered and receives new tasks and instructions, 
while the handler also collects information about the agent. If an agent no longer has 
the opportunity to visit Russia, the intelligence centre can arrange a meeting in a third 
country. To carry out their tasks, the GRU intelligence centres cooperate with other 
security authorities in Russia, including the FSB, the ministry of the interior, the border 
guard and the migration service.

their capabilities and access to information. The tasks range from seemingly innocent 
activities, such as monitoring media and public sentiment in the target country or buying 
maps, dictionaries and other freely available material, to observing military sites or 

materials electronically or hands them over to the handler at a meeting in Russia. In 
the event of a war or similar threat, a communications agent (a permanent resident of 
Russia) with radio equipment may be dispatched from Russia to agents living abroad 
to ensure that information is quickly transmitted even if other channels are disrupted.

Since 2014, the intelligence centres have also been organising “agent-combat groups” 
deployed against Ukraine to carry out bombings and assassinations and prepare arms 
caches for activation when receiving a signal from Russia (for example, in the event of 
a major outbreak of hostilities between Russia and Ukraine).

Intelligence centres also recruit agents among residents of Russia. 
These agents receive special training so that they are ready to deploy 

they will carry out intelligence tasks (in particular observation) and 
also prepare to perform diversions or other special tasks. They can 
operate abroad in groups or as individual agents and are equipped, 

The recruited agents are 
mostly male, regularly 
visit Russia and speak 

In Ukraine, intelligence 
centres have organised 
bombings and murders 
and prepared arms 



How GRU intelligence  
centres recruit agents



among other things, with radio transceivers to communicate with their intelligence 
centre.

The intelligence centres in Kaliningrad and Murmansk also recruit agents from among 
seamen (known as a “ship agent”, ). Among other activities, ship agents 
carry out visual reconnaissance in port cities worldwide.

corrupt and keep some of the agents’ pay for themselves.

Over the past decade, effective cooperation between intelligence services of NATO 

of GRU intelligence centres in countries bordering Russia.

In our assessment, despite the failures of the GRU, operational agent intelligence 

Undoubtedly, Russia’s intelligence centres will learn from their mistakes, improve 
their modus operandi and continue to conduct operational agent intelligence, which 


